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bstract

This paper proposes an integrated real time fault analysis tool for transmission line. The two primary techniques used in the fault analysis tool,
uzzy adaptive resonance theory (ART) neural network and synchronized sampling, can offer accurate fault detection, classification, internal/external
ault differentiation, and fault location. The paper makes several extensions of the two techniques so that they can fit well in the realistic situations.
he hardware configuration and software implementation are proposed in the paper. A comprehensive evaluation study is implemented to compare
he proposed fault analysis tool with the traditional distance relay. Simulation results indicate that the integration exemplifies the advantages of
oth techniques and that the integrated solution has much better performance in different system conditions compared to distance relay. Both
ependability and security of transmission line protection system are improved by using the proposed tool.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Traditional transmission line protective relaying principles
ely on phasor calculation as well as phasor comparison against
he predetermined settings. The accuracy of such methods will
e degraded when the fault condition and system operating con-
ition are quite different from the expected ones. The relay
ystem failures contribute to 70% of large area disturbances and
ascading blackouts [1]. The vulnerable relays in the system
eed to be closely monitored to prevent the relay misoperations
nd reduce the risk of a large-scale blackout [2].

A complete fault analysis tool should provide accurate and
etailed fault information such as fault detection, fault type clas-
ification, internal/external fault differentiation, fault location,
tc. If such fault analysis tools have much better performance
han traditional relays, it can be used on-line to confirm the

mpact of disturbances and monitor the relay operations so that
he system operator can obtain the detailed information about the
elay operation outcomes before he/she issues corrective con-
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rols. It can also be used off-line for trouble-shooting after the
isturbances.

Different new techniques have been used in the fault anal-
sis tools. An expert system based approach is described in
3] and a phasor measurement unit (PMU) based approach is
escribed in [4]. Those approaches still depend on the phasor
alculation. A neural network based fault analysis tool is devel-
ped in [5], but it is hard to obtain a precise fault location since
eural network is not good at precisely classifying the continu-
us variables. A synchronized sampling based fault analysis is
ntroduced in [6], but the application is limited to short lines.

ethods based on traveling waves and recently based on fault-
enerated high-frequency transients have been used extensively
n protection schemes [7–12]. Most of those techniques require
ery high sampling rate, which is still not widely used in existing
evices.

This paper proposes a new integrated fault analysis tool
or transmission lines using two major techniques, neural net-
ork and synchronized sampling. Previous theoretical studies

emonstrate the advantages when using neural networks in fault
lassification [13] and synchronized sampling in fault location
14]. Both of the techniques use time-domain signals directly
nd are derived using the principles that are quite different from

mailto:kezunov@ece.tamu.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.epsr.2006.03.015
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he traditional transmission line relays. Since the two techniques
an share the same hardware, using them in the integrated fault
nalysis tool is promising. Apart from the previous efforts in
he algorithm tune-up of each individual prototype technique
13,14], this paper puts an emphasis on the integrated solution
or the complete fault analysis tool. The remaining application
ssues for both techniques to be able to take into account the
ealistic situations are described and solved. The extensive and
ptimized uses of the prototype approaches are demonstrated.
he feasible hardware configuration and software implementa-

ion schemes are proposed. A comprehensive evaluation study
s implemented to compare the proposed fault analysis tool with
he traditional distance relay.

. Background

.1. Neural network algorithm

Neural network based fault analysis algorithms differ from
he traditional distance relay algorithms in: (a) using the time-
omain voltage and current signals directly as patterns instead
f calculating phasors and (b) comparing the input voltage and
urrent signals with well-trained prototypes instead of predeter-
ined settings. Hence, the major problems in traditional relay

rinciples, phasor extraction and setting coordination, are not an
ssue in neural network based algorithms.

The existing neural network based approaches dominantly
se multi-layer perceptron (MLP) in handling the large input
ata set. With the unique advantage to deal with the conver-
ence issue in training, a self-organized, adaptive resonance
heory (ART) based neural network algorithm is used in [13]
or transmission line fault classification.

The structure of this Fuzzy ART neural network algorithm
s demonstrated using Fig. 1. The prototypes of the two key

omponents of the algorithm, ART neural network and Fuzzy
-nearest neighbor (K-NN), can be found in [15,16]. Thousands
f patterns obtained from power system simulation or substation
atabase of field recordings are used to train the neural network

t
s
f

Fig. 1. Application of Fuzzy ART neural netw
ystems Research 77 (2007) 361–370

ff-line through a combined supervised and unsupervised learn-
ng process to obtain the prototype of each group of similar
cenarios (clusters). Fuzzy K-NN is then used on-line for clas-
ifying the unknown pattern to identify whether it corresponds
o a fault and what type of fault it is.

.2. Synchronized sampling algorithm

Fault location techniques can be classified into two cate-
ories: (a) using data from one transmission line end and (b)
sing data from two ends. When using data from one end the
lgorithm usually needs to have assumptions about fault resis-
ance and current ratios and will suffer from the errors in unex-
ected system conditions. When using data from two ends the
lgorithms are more accurate and become more feasible since
he new techniques such as global positioning system (GPS)
f satellites, phasor measurement unit (PMU), fiber optics and
igh-speed Ethernet are further developed and applied in power
ystem [17].

The prototype of fault location algorithm based on synchro-
ized sampling was developed in [14]. The inputs of the algo-
ithm are raw samples of voltage and current synchronously
aken from two ends of the transmission line.

The basic principle is that on a faulted line, the voltage and
urrent at the faulted point can be represented by both sending
ata and receiving data using certain linear relationship. Differ-
nt algorithms use different techniques to find that point.

For short transmission line model that can be represented
sing lumped parameters, the fault location can be calculated
irectly by solving the differential equations. The explicit form
f fault location can be represented using least square estimate
ethod [14].
For long line model, an indirect method is used with the help

f Bergeron’s equation [18]. The calculation steps are shown in
ig. 2.
Compared to the fault location algorithms using one end data,
his method makes no assumptions about fault parameters and
ystem operating condition. Therefore it is less affected by those
actors.

ork for fault detection and classification.
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Fig. 2. Steps for long line fault location algorithm.

. Design of the integrated fault analysis tool

.1. Overall consideration

The objective of the automated fault analysis tool proposed
n this paper is to work in parallel with traditional relay and to
e a relay monitoring tool using more accurate fault detection,
ault type classification and fault location. The new fault analysis
ool should have the capability to confirm if the relay operation
s correct. Such a fault analysis tool can be used as one of the
ollowing three schemes:

.1.1. Localized scheme
By this scheme, the fault analysis tool is installed in the sub-

tation and used as real time relay monitoring tool. If authorized,
t can correct the relay operations when it confirms that the relay
as made a wrong decision and misoperated. Only the fault anal-
sis result is sent to the control center.

.1.2. Centralized scheme
By this scheme, the fault analysis tool is installed in the con-

rol center and performs the analysis for all suspect areas. The
ool will not correct the relay operations directly but will serve
s a reference for the system operator. The system operator will
oordinate the system and control means to make a better deci-
ion to mitigate the disturbance.

.1.3. Hybrid scheme
By this scheme, part of the fault analysis tool such as fault

etection and classification can be installed in local substation
o monitor the traditional relays. If different results are obtained
etween fault analysis tool and traditional relay, an alarm signal
s sent to the control center. Then another part of the tool such
s fault location confirms the outcome and the system operator
ill take the corrective controls.
This paper will focus on the fault analysis tool design aimed

t a localized scheme. The design can also be used in the other
wo schemes with minor changes in hardware and software. By

sing the combined techniques of neural network and synchro-
ized sampling in a fault analysis tool, we can expect several
enefits: (a) eliminate the phasor and setting concepts used in
he traditional relay to avoid their related problems, (b) inherit

a
s
T

ystems Research 77 (2007) 361–370 363

he advantages over the traditional relay principle from both
echniques, (c) exemplify their strengths in fault classification
nd fault location respectively, and (d) confirm the decisions
ade by each individual technique to get a more convincible

esult.
Before designing the integrated fault analysis tool, several

pplication issues for neural network based algorithm and syn-
hronized sampling based algorithm need to be discussed. The
esign of the integrated tool will take into account those issues
nd provide the solutions. An efficient use of the hardware and
oordination of the software is the key issue in the design of the
ew fault analysis tool.

.2. Application issues

.2.1. Issues in using neural network
The transmission line fault has great randomness because the

ault can occur anywhere in the system with different combina-
ion of fault parameters and system operating conditions. The
rgument that neural network based algorithm has better perfor-
ance than conventional relay is based on an assumption that the

eural network has broader view of system contingencies after
comprehensive learning and training process. The neural net-
ork based algorithms thus face the issue of dealing with a large

et of training data. How to train the network efficiently when
aking into account the large number of system-wide scenarios
s very important.

Most of the neural network based algorithms implement the
raining using fixed post-fault data window. An assumption is

ade that one can identify the exact fault inception point, oth-
rwise the real pattern is quite different from those learned and
he performance of neural network will be degraded. In realis-
ic situation, the inception point needs to be well identified to
nsure the performance of the neural network based algorithm.

The neural network based algorithm should also take into
ccount the impact from non-fault situations such as overload
nd power swing. If the input pattern uses raw voltage and cur-
ent samples, the waveforms during the overload and power
wing may appear as low voltage or high current, which may
e confused with the waveforms during the fault.

The above issues were not considered in the previous imple-
entation of the Fuzzy ART neural network algorithms. This

aper will provide new schemes when applying neural network
n the integrated tool to take into account those issues.

.2.2. Issues in using synchronized sampling
Fault location is usually used for maintenance purpose for

uickly finding the fault and repairing the line. If the fault can be
ocated accurately in a very short time, one can confirm the fault
ccurrence and identify the faulted line section. The unnecessary
emoval of healthy lines can be blocked or corrected. That is
ery important in preventing the unfolding cascades leading to
lackouts.
The prototype of synchronized sampling based fault location
lgorithm, especially for the long line model, requires transmis-
ion of large data-set and a very complex calculation procedure.
hose issues make it too slow for on-line application. Since syn-
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hronized data from two ends are used, it is possible to separate
he algorithm into two stages: (a) confirm whether the fault is
nternal or external using limited data and simplified calculation
nd (b) locate the accurate fault place using more data and longer
ime.

This paper will derive a new differential scheme for the first
tage of the algorithm and then propose an approach to optimize
he second stage of the algorithm when other fault information
rom the fault analysis tool is available.

.3. Components of the fault analysis tool

.3.1. Pick-up unit (PU)
The pick-up unit is used to locate the exact inception time of

ault or other disturbances, which is very important for both neu-
al network based algorithm and synchronized sampling based
lgorithm since they both assume the post-fault values are used.
he criterion of pick-up unit is defined as:

i(k) + 2i

(
k − N

2

)
+ i(k − N)

∣∣∣∣ ≥ T1 (1)

here i is the current signal in any of the three phases, k the
resent sampling point, and N is the number of sampling points
n a cycle.

In the ideal situation, the left side of Eq. (1) equals to zero dur-
ng the steady state and to a big value during the disturbances.
q. (1) has taken into account the impact from the frequency
ariation during the steady state. In reality, a threshold T1 must
e set to take into account the model and measurement imper-
ection. If Eq. (1) is satisfied in any of the three phases for a
onsecutive cycle, the first sample point is considered as the
nception time to trigger the successive fault analysis.

.3.2. Neural network based fault detection and
lassification (NNFDC)

Neural network uses one end data to perform fault detection,
lassification of fault type and fault zone. It has the same func-
ions as distance relay. The training and on-line testing of the
NFDC take the process as shown in Fig. 1, while the input,
utput and the use of original algorithm are tuned.

To deal with the system-wide disturbances effectively, the
ask of fault detection and classification is assigned by training
wo neural networks. The scheme is demonstrated using a system
ith specific configuration shown in Fig. 3.
To protect the line of interest in Fig. 3, the first neural network
NN1) makes a crude differentiation of the disturbances occur-
ing within and around the line of interest (the highlighted area)
rom those occurring outside that area. The training of NN1 will
ake into account, as many as possible, fault events throughout

Fig. 3. A specific system configuration.

(

d
f

Fig. 4. Input pattern arrangement for neural networks.

he entire system that may affect the desired fault detection and
lassification. The training process is not significantly involved
ince there are only two outputs, “fault” and “no fault”. The
econd neural network (NN2) refines the classification within
he highlighted area. It is well trained by a comprehensive sce-
ario with many fault parameters being changed including fault
ype, fault location, fault resistance and fault inception angle,
s well as system operating conditions such as loading patterns,
opology changes, etc. More scenarios are obtained around the
oundaries of the protection zone to achieve more accurate con-
lusions. The output of NN2 is the combination of all 11 fault
ypes and two fault zones. The final conclusion of NNFDC is
rawn by taking into account the outputs from NN1 and NN2
imultaneously. By coordinating the two neural networks, the
raining process achieves great efficiency when dealing with
ystem-wide events and hence the performance of on-line testing
ill be greatly improved.
The pattern arrangement for the neural networks is shown

n Fig. 4. The pattern is arranged using the post-fault samples
f three phase voltage and current signals. Typically, the data
indow length in each phase is one cycle. The zero sequence
alues of voltage and current are also included to precisely detect
round faults.

For each element in the input pattern, it is defined as

k = u(k) + 2u

(
k − N

2

)
+ u(k − N) k = 1, 2, . . . , N (2)

here u is the signals in related voltage or current phases, k and
have the same definition as in Eq. (1).
Such method of pattern arrangement uses only the superim-

osed value of the voltage and current waveforms as the major
eature. If there is no significant variation of the waveforms dur-
ng one cycle, which are the most cases in overload and power
wing conditions, the pattern will appear as very low value close
o the normal system situations. The input pattern is finally nor-

alized into the space of [−1, 1] before training and testing.

.3.3. Synchronized sampling based differential unit

SSDU)

The synchronized sampling based differential unit is used to
istinguish the internal faults from the normal cases and external
aults. The scheme is demonstrated using Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. One-line diagram for a three-phase transmission line.
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calculation. Another issue is that the original algorithm requires
the modal values be transferred back to the phase values when
building a short line model to refine the location. That process is
pretty complex and time-consuming. If fault type is known, we

Table 1
Availability of different modal components to correctly locate the different fault
N. Zhang, M. Kezunovic / Electric Po

For short line model that can be represented using lumped
arameters, we define

S(k) + iR(k) = id(k) (3)

When there is no internal fault on the transmission line, id(k)
quals to zero at any time. When there is an internal fault on
he line, id(k) should equal to the fault current. Since the current
amples are synchronized at the both ends of the transmission
ine, id(k) can be obtained at every sample to detect if there is
n internal fault. The criterion for detecting an internal fault is
iven as:

∑
i |Id(i)|
N

≥ T2 i = k − N + 1, k − N + 2, . . . , k (4)

In Eq. (4), a threshold is set to tolerate the model and mea-
urement imperfection. The average value of id(k) in a cycle is
ompared to that threshold.

For the long line model, id(k) does not equal to zero even
hen there is no internal fault because of the travelling wave

ssue. A new differential scheme is derived using the modified
ergeron’s equations as given in Eqs. (5) and (6) [18].

j(k) = 1

2

[
vj−1(k − 1) + vj−1(k + 1)

]

+ Zc

2

[
ij−1(k − 1) − ij−1(k + 1)

]

− R�x

4

[
ij−1(k − 1) + ij−1(k + 1)

] − R�x

2
ij(k)

(5)

j(k) = 1

2Zc

[
vj−1(k − 1) − vj−1(k + 1)

]

+ 1

2

[
ij−1(k − 1) + ij−1(k + 1)

]

+ R�x

4Zc

[
ij−1(k + 1) − ij−1(k − 1)

]
(6)

here �x = �t/
√

LC is the distance that the wave travels with
sampling period �t, Zc = √

L/C the surge impedance, R the
ine resistance per length, subscript j the position of the dis-
retized point of the line, and k is the sample point.

The two equations define the relation of voltage and current
amples between two points on the transmission line. Combining
qs. (5) and (6) to eliminate vj−1(k + 1) and ij−1(k + 1), we get

ij(k)

[
1 + R�x

2Zc

]
+ vj(k)

Zc

vj−1(k − 1)
[

R�x
]

=
Zc

+ ij−1(k − 1) 1 −
2Zc

(7)

When there is no internal fault on the line, Eq. (7) can be
xpressed as the relation between the sending end and receiving
nd. Substitute j − 1 as S and j as R and notice the direction of
R. Eq. (7) is changed to

t

M
M
M

ystems Research 77 (2007) 361–370 365

−iR(k)

[
1 + Rd

2Zc

]
+ vR(k)

Zc

= vS(k − P)

Zc
+ iS(k − P)

[
1 − Rd

2Zc

]
(8)

here d is the length of the transmission line, P the sample
ifference that the wave travels from the sending end to the
eceiving end. Define

d(k) = iS(k − P)

[
1 − Rd

2Zc

]
+ iR(k)

[
1 + Rd

2Zc

]

+ vS(k − P)

Zc
− vR(k)

Zc
(9)

When there is no internal fault, id(k) should equal to zero.
hen there is an internal fault, id(k) should be a big value related

o the fault current. Using the similar criterion as Eq. (4), we can
etect an internal fault for the long line model. For a three-phase
ystem, the voltage and current signals should be transformed
o modal domain first and the calculation is performed in the

odal domain.
It is worth noting that the synchronized data transmitted for

his differential scheme does not demand a high sampling rate.
ne cycle of data with low sampling rate can meet the require-
ent. Since the calculation is much simpler compared to the

ault location algorithm, the differential scheme can be used in
eal time to confirm the result from the NNFDC.

.3.4. Synchronized sampling based fault location (SSFL)
Since the fault type is obtained by the neural network based

lgorithm, fault location can be further optimized to achieve a
etter accuracy and reduced computation time.

For short line algorithm, if fault type is known, the redundant
alculation in healthy phase can be eliminated to achieve better
ccuracy and save calculation time.

For long line algorithm, when the phase values are transferred
o the modal domain, not all fault types can be located correctly
sing a single mode. For example, if we use Clarke transfor-
ation matrix for mode decomposition, the ability to locate the

ifferent fault types using different modes is shown in Table 1.
bviously, if fault type is not known, we have to select at least

wo modes to obtain the correct location for all types. When
he fault type is known, we can select only one mode to do the
ype

AG BG CG AB BC CA ABG BCG CAG ABC/
ABCG

ode 0 Y Y Y N N N Y Y Y N
ode 1 Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y
ode 2 N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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Fig. 6. Hardware configuration of proposed scheme.

ust need to select one mode according to Table 1 to calculate
he fault location.

.4. Hardware configuration

A possible hardware configuration of proposed fault analysis
cheme is shown in Fig. 6. GPS receiver, high speed communi-
ation link and high speed sampling unit are required for SSFL
o achieve a high accuracy of fault location. The communica-
ion can be through fiber-optic links or high speed Ethernet. The
ampling unit can be phasor measurement unit (PMU) or digital
ault recorder (DFR). Unlike travelling wave based algorithms
hich typically need the sampling rate in the order of 300 kHz,

he fault location algorithm in this paper typically needs 20 kHz
or long transmission line and lower sampling rate (such as 32
oints per cycle) for short line. Such a sampling rate can be
eached by existing PMU [19], DFR [20], or other devices. The
ther components in the fault analysis tool, PU, NNFDC, and
SDU, just need the data with low sampling rate. As long as the
ardware is satisfied for the SSFL, they can obtain the data by
oftware decimation from the original sampling rate.

.5. Software implementation

The flowchart of the integrated fault analysis tool is demon-
trated using Fig. 7 and described as follows:

(1) Initialization. count = 0.
(2) Interruption routine. At every �t1, save the new data sam-

ples x(i) from the high speed sampling unit to the buffer.
�t1 is the time step of the high speed sampling unit.

(3) At �t2, read the newest data y(j) from the buffer. �t2 is
the time step used in PU, NNFDC and SSDU. Use Eq.
(1) to calculate if the potential fault is detected. If yes,
count = count + 1. Otherwise, count = 0, go to step 3.
(4) If count ≥ M (M is the number of samples in one cycle with
respect to time step �t2), record the present sample point
k. load one cycle of decimated post-fault data y(k − M +
1) . . . y(k) to NNFDC and SSDU, and request the related
data from remote end. Otherwise, go to step 3.

v
d
t
S
t

Fig. 7. Flowchart of the integrated fault analysis tool.

(5) Run fault detection and fault classification using NNFDC.
(6) Receive data from remote end. Confirm whether there is

an internal fault using SSDU.
(7) Compare the fault analysis result with relay action. Correct

the relay misoperations if necessary.
(8) If internal fault is confirmed, load one cycle of post-

fault data with high sampling rate x(l − N + l) . . . x(l) to
SSFL, and request related data from remote end. Note that
x(l) = y(k) and N is the number of samples in one cycle with
respect to time step �t1. Otherwise, go to step 10.

(9) Receive data from remote end. According to the fault type
concluded by NNFDC, select the mode to locate the fault
precisely using SSFL.

10) Generate the fault analysis report and send to control cen-
ter. count = 0. Go to step 3.

The time delay for the data transmission from one end of
ransmission line to the other end can be crudely estimated as:

= size of data

baud rate
(10)

When transmitting a data package of one cycle of three-phase

oltage and current samples using a baud rate of 1 Mb/s, the time
elays for the SSDU and SSFL are 0.012 and 0.128 s, respec-
ively. Note that the sampling rates are 32 points per cycle for
SDU and 333 points per cycle for SSFL and assume the data

ype of the sample is double (64 bits).
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Table 2
The test cases implemented in this paper

Test case System used Objective and method

#1 #1 Test the overall dependability/security of
the algorithm using randomly generated
scenarios under different fault parameters
and system conditions

#2 #2 Test the selectivity of the algorithm using
randomly generated system-wide
disturbances

#3 #2 Test the particular security performance
of the algorithm during power swing and
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out-of-step situation caused by initial
disturbances

. Model implementation and performance evaluation

This paper presents a comprehensive study aimed at evalu-
ting the performance of the integrated algorithm. Three types
f tests, with their objectives and methods, are listed in Table 2.
he first two tests compare the performance of the integrated

ault analysis tool with the distance relay using numerous fault
cenarios with different fault parameters and system operating
onditions. The third test compares the performance of the inte-
rated fault analysis tool with the distance relay using typical
on-fault scenarios. Two complex power system models are
elected to implement those tests, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9,
espectively.

.1. Power system models

The two system models are implemented using alternative
ransient program (ATP) [21]. MATLAB is used to automatically
enerate a batch of simulation scenarios and test the algorithms
22]. Test #1 is performed using power system #1, which is a
odel of a real 345 kV system section from CenterPoint Energy
23]. It is suitable to generate realistic fault scenarios in differ-
nt system conditions. The STP-SKY line is the line of interest
n this study. This is a long transmission line represented with
istributed line parameters.

Fig. 8. Power system #1: CenterPoint energy STP-SKY model.
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Fig. 9. Power system #2: WECC 9-bus model.

Test #2 and #3 are performed using power system #2, which
s the WECC 9-bus system usually used in power flow stud-
es and transient stability studies [24]. Unlike system #1, which
s quite “strong” by having too many ideal sources, the 9-bus
ystem represents a typical topology suitable to study the influ-
nce of system-wide disturbances. Since the generator data is
lso available in this system, a “dynamic” model is set up using
he embedded synchronous machine component in ATP. The
ynamic scenarios such as power swing and out-of-step con-
ition can be simulated as a result. The original lumped line
arameters are modified to represent distributed parameters in
ur studies. The line of interest in this model is line 9-6 with
ength of 200 miles, as shown in Fig. 9. The use of short line

odel is not a concern in this paper since many other evalua-
ions show that it has much better accuracy than long line model
14,25].

For both systems, the proposed fault analysis algorithm is
nstalled at the local transmission line ends and the synchronized
ata used in SSDU and SSFL is transmitted from the remote
nds, as marked in Figs. 8 and 9.

.2. Generation of test scenarios

For test #1, the disturbances involve only the events on SKY-
TP line since the faults occurring in other areas have less

nfluence on this line due to the strong in-feed configuration
f the system. The integrated algorithm is used for classifying
nd locating the faults occurring on the SKY-STP line.

Instead of scenarios which would only demonstrate the best
erformance of the algorithm, the randomly generated scenarios
an demonstrate the overall performance and robustness of the
roposed algorithm in different situations. The fault parameters
re randomly selected from uniform distribution of: all fault
ypes, fault distances (5–95%), fault resistances (0–30 �), and
ault inception angles (0◦–360◦). There are four types of system

onditions in this test and each has 500 random scenarios: (a)
ominal system, (b) weak infeed (disconnect E1 and E9), (c)
hase shift (E1 with phase shift −30◦), and (d) frequency shift
system frequency of 59 Hz).
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Table 3
Test result for test set #1 and test set #2, error (%)

Test case #1 Test case #2

Norm Weak Phase Freq Prim Other

Distance
Detection 0.600 0.600 1.000 0.800 0 0
Type 1.000 1.400 7.400 1.400 1.200 1.440
Zone 8.600 12.000 15.800 9.000 10.400 11.400

Integrated
NN: detection 0 0 0 0 0 0
NN: type 0 0 0.200 0.200 0 0
NN: zone 5.800 6.600 5.600 5.400 5.600 2.240
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The results of test #3 listed in Table 4 demonstrate the behav-
ig. 10. An example power swing observed at line 9-6 in power system 2.

Test #2 evaluates selectivity of the proposed algorithm on line
-6 under system-wide events occurring in system #2. The test
cenarios are generated randomly using the same fault parameter
ool as in test #1. Each of the six lines in system #2 experiences
00 fault cases.

Power swing usually follows line switching, load change, or
ault. In test #3, three kinds of typical scenarios outside line 9-
are selected to imitate the power swing phenomenon. Stable

wing is simulated by line switching and line fault that cleared
efore the critical clearing time (CCT). Unstable swing (out-of-
tep) is simulated by the most severe three-phase fault cleared
fter CCT. An example of unstable power swing, which is caused
y a three-phase fault on line 4-5 and observed at local end of
ine 9-6, is shown in Fig. 10.

Traditional distance relay algorithm [26] is implemented in
ATLAB along with the integrated fault analysis tool. The com-

arison is made for each of the three tests. For all three tests, the
ampling rate is 20 kHz originally used for SSFL. The data is
ecimated to 32 points per cycle used for distance relay, as well
s the PU, NNFDC and SSDU of the integrated fault analysis
ool. The data window for voltage and current samples is fixed
o one cycle. In test #1 and #2, the data window is “static” and
xactly taken from the post-fault value. In test #3, the data win-
ow is “dynamic” and slides throughout the entire power swing
rocess. Before the integrated tool is tested, NNFDC is trained
or both of the two power system models with thousands of well
esigned scenarios, respectively.
.3. Test results and discussions

The results of test set #1 and test set #2 are listed in Table 3
here the decision errors (%) of each functions against the each

i
s
t
i

SS: differential 0 0 0 0 0 0
SS: location 0.545 0.585 0.513 0.529 0.720 –

roup of test scenarios are shown. The error of fault location
hown in the table is the average fault location error of each test
et.

The error of fault location for a signal fault scenario is defined
s:

rror (%) = |actual location − computed location|
line length

× 100

(11)

he functions in distance relay and integrated tools are broken
own to make a clear comparison. In test set #1, “norm”, “weak”,
phase” and “freq” stand for nominal system, weak infeed, phase
hift and frequency shift respectively. In test set #2, “prim” and
other” stand for the events on the primary line 9-6 and events
n the other lines, respectively.

The test results indicate that for all test sets, the integrated
ool has much better performance than distance relay. For all test
ets, the pick-up unit can find the fault inception time within two
amples with respect to 32 points per cycle, which is sufficient
or NNFDC, SSDU and SSFL. NNFDC has the exactly same
unctions as distance relay. The result shows an overall improve-
ent of the performance over distance relay. NNFDC especially

rovides a good classification for the fault types. SSDU suc-
essfully differentiates all the internal faults from the normal
ases and external faults. It can provide an exact confirma-
ion when NNFDC is confused with the events around the zone
oundaries. SSFL provides very good accuracy of fault location.
he performance of integrated tool is less affected by different

ault parameters, system operating conditions and system-wide
vents.

The desired behavior of line protection in test #3 is that it
hould not initiate a trip signal during the power swing. The
eason is that power swing, whether stable or unstable, is not a
ault within the line of interest. Therefore, the distance relay or
ther fault detection algorithm should not trip during the power
wing unless it receives the order by other out-of-step relays.
or of distance relay and the integrated tool during the power
wing caused by different situations. The result indicates that
he distance relay will operate during some situation but the
ntegrated tool will not be affected in any case.
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Table 4
Test result for power swing simulation

Swing Case Line Distance relay Integrated
tool

Stable Line open 6-4 Stand-by Stand-by
9-8 Stand-by Stand-by
4-5 Stand-by Stand-by
5-7 Stand-by Stand-by
7-8 Stand-by Stand-by

Line fault (clear
time <CCT)

4-5 Zone 3 pick-up Stand-by

5-7 Stand-by Stand-by
7-8 Stand-by Stand-by

Unstable Line fault (clear
time > CCT)

4-5 Zone 1 trip Stand-by
5-7 Zone 1 trip Stand-by
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jing, China, both in electrical engineering, in 1999 and 2002, respectively. Since
7-8 Zone 1 trip Stand-by

. Conclusion

This paper proposes an integrated transmission line fault
nalysis tool that can offer accurate fault detection, classifica-
ion, internal/external fault differentiation, and fault location.
he integrated fault analysis tool is primarily based on two dif-

erent principles. The two techniques complement each other
o achieve complete fault analysis functions and provide self-
onfirmation. The integrated tool uses time domain data as
nputs. The data processing errors in calculating phasors are
voided. The tedious setting coordination work when traditional
elays are applied is also avoided.

The design of the integrated tool takes into account the appli-
ation issues of the prototypes of both algorithms. The solutions
re given in this paper. The test results obtained from the compre-
ensive tests using two complex power system models indicate
hat the integrated tool has better dependability/security and
electivity than distance relay.
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